
The new “GEN 2” features include: 
- A spring steel bill retainer that sets and holds the bill angle. 
- Backing clips to hold your stabilizer in place during framing. 
- Internal retaining fingers for proper bill alignment. 
- Lighter frame design (20% less weight) than the original. 
- Redesigned bill retainer with closer access to the bill. 
- Open design Top Clamp. 
- Large sewing field. 

Tajima - Melco - Toyota - Barudan Advantage - ZSK - Meistergram - Happy - Highland - SWF -   Prodigi 
- Generations -  PR-600 &1000 Series - Baby Lock, Ricoma - Redline and other Tajima style drivers   

Together with the T-Bar Framing 
Gage  there is no easier way to 
frame and hold a cap for sewing. 

We have G2 Cap Frames to fit all major machine manufacturers. 

The GEN 2 works with all types of caps: 
Structured - Unstructured - Low Profile - Full 
Crown - Strap Back - Flex Fit - Fitted - Flat Bill - 
Pre-curved  - New Era - Pacific - Nylon - Military 
Style. And don't forget VISORS!                     
(With and without sweatbands) 

Now, finally an easy way to 
hold and sew visors! Full 
field sewing access with 
no bill restriction. 

VISORS 
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GEN 2 System 
The GEN 2 from Hoop Tech is the next generation HTP 
style cap frame. Originally called The Dream Frame, 
the GEN 2 was redesigned to allow sewing closer to 
the bill than ever before. And it is the easiest cap 
frame that we have ever made to frame all styles of 
caps, even visors! 



GEN 2 
T-BAR 

LASERLINE 
The stitch quality 
of the “GEN 2” is 
even better than 
the original EMS 
style cap frame 
and it’s easier to 
frame using the 
re-designed  
adjustable T-Bar 
Framing Gage. 

The T-Bar Framing 
Gage gives you the 
leverage to stretch 
the cap fabric down 
so that it lays flat 
on the gage, then 
the GEN 2 clamps 
it in place for great  
registration. 

CAP 
FRAME 

MACHINE / DRIVER 
LIST 

PRICE 

599733 

"GEN 2" CAP FRAME FOR  - 
TAJIMA - MELCO - TOYOTA - 

PR-600 *- BABY LOCK * 
PRODIGI - GENERATIONS - 

ZSK - HIGHLAND , RICOMA & 
TAJIMA CLONES 

$349.95 

599734 
"GEN 2" CAP FRAME PR1000 * 

- BABY LOCK * $349.95 

599757 "GEN 2" CAP FRAME - HAPPY  $349.95 

599762 "GEN 2" CAP FRAME - SWF $349.95 

599769 
"GEN 2" CAP FRAME -         

BARUDAN ADVANTAGE $349.95 

599883  
 LASER LINE ALIGNMENT 

TOOL $199.95  

  T- BAR FRAMING GAGE   

599775 
FRAMING GAGE, "GEN 2" 

FRAME $399.95 

  
*"GEN 2" CAP FRAMES FOR THE          

PR SERIES & BABY LOCK INCLUDE      
AN OVERRIDE BRACKET   

EMS/Hoop Tech Products 
9185 Le Saint Dr. 

West Chester, Ohio 45014 
513-829-7768 fax 513-829-7769 

email - sales@hooptechproducts.com 
www.hooptechproducts.com 

Follow us on social media@hooptechproducts 

The Laser Line alignment tool 
projects a straight line directly 
on center of the T-Bar Framing 
gage for perfect alignment of 
the front seam. Perfect for  
multi-head applications. 

LASER LINE                                                                                                                      


